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Abstract: Cloud computing is an internet based computing 

which store and access the data instead of the computer 

hard drive. The combination of cloud computing, mobile 

computing and wireless networks are called as mobile 

cloud computing. It provides rich computational resources 

to the mobile users, cloud providers and network operators. 

The endeavor of this development is to smooth the progress 

of mobile end user to make specially their mobile 

application which requirements based on replica ambitious 

blueprint and the obscure of possessions. The Mobile Users 

can able to generate their MicroApp based on their CoT 

pattern. The users can customize services for their own 

MicroApp, and then name the MicroApp and configure the 

same. The combination of the services are validated and 

checked for its feasibility and dependencies are added for 

the MicroApp. The key store password will sent to your 

registered mobile number. The MicroApp will be generated 

based on user requirements in server side using Ant build 

and after your successive login; user can generate Qrcode 

to access the Microapp from your Android device. Mobile 

End-Users can graphically customize their own 

applications directly on their mobile phone based on their 

cloud of things, mainly integrating the functionalities and 

services available on the device with the help of ant build 

and downloaded using Qrcode in the system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud Computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, on-

demand access to a shared pool of configurable computing 

resources like computer networks, storage, servers, services 

and applications which can be provisioned and released with 

minimal management effort. Cloud computing and storage 

solutions offer enterprises and users with various capabilities 

for storing and processing their data in third party data 

centers. The third party centers are located distant from the 

user ranging in distance from across a city to the world. 

Cloud computing depends on resource sharing for achieving 

coherence, similar to utility over an electricity network and 

economy of scale. In 2009, the growth in cloud computing 

are the high capacity networks availability, low cost 

computers, service based architectures, storage devices, 

hardware virtualization, automatic and utility computing. 

Companies were scale down again as demands decrease. 

In 2013, cheap cost of services, high performance, 

scalability, accessibility as well as availability. more reliable 

and user friendly. 

The cloud computing provides. The ultimate goal of 

MMC is to enable execution of mobile devices, with a rich 

user experience. MMC provides business opportunities for 

mobile network operators as well as that leverages unified 

elastic resources of varied clouds and network technology 

regardless of heterogeneous environment and platforms 

based the pay-you-use principle. 

To compile all varieties of services, ranging from mesh 

services and indigenous Smartphone applications to 

domestic services, i.e., services to deal with exceedingly 

complicated sensors and campaign to be in charge of 

warmth, illumination, refuge systems, etc. we introduced the 

preliminary thought at the rear the Micro App cohort come 

within reach of, based on graphical composition of 

functionalities and services of the mobile device. Statistics 

stuffing and connected I/O maneuver are the most important 

deliberation for itinerant services expansion. Multifaceted 

logics such as illustration dispensation or methodical 

reckoning are fewer used in such circumstances, or these 

computing huge operations are for eternity accepted out in 

construct indistinct demonstrate place other than fascia 

devices with limited computing ability. Possessions are 

inadequate in teamwork from obtainable services and IT 

components. For that reason services are incomplete in a 

convinced application domain. And the developing process 

of a mobile service is to some extent in a inconsequential 

service masterpiece or component configuration manner on a 

relatively simple business requirement. 

Cooperation between portable devices is very important 

for complementing intelligent interaction. Background data 

are required to support pronouncement construction from 

dealings from different devices. And rules for self-

motivated behaviors are important for intelligent 

applications. Make inquiries face up to in mobile application 

development cover different levels from recognition and 

communication to distributed system and distributed 

intelligence. Due to the highly compound system and a huge 

quantity of heterogeneous data exist, related information 

and relations are too complicated for data representation and 

processing. Information integration and intelligent 

interaction cannot be archived effectively by means of data 

integration. From the view of data processing, these 
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challenges could be divided into different stages of data 

abstracting, data gathering, data integration, and intelligent 

interaction. Therefore IoT application not only needs to 

realize data integration but also requires realizing intelligent 

interaction. 

Aspire to smooth the progress of mobile services 

development so as to hastily construct an intelligent 

application with adaptive features when changes occurs, a 

model-driven service arrangement structural design is 

provided for web-based mobile application development in 

cloud computing. Starting from the point of resource 

configuration of cloud platform, a meta-model covering 

multi-view business models and system components is 

provided for model abstraction and management. Based on a 

formal representation language, automatic model 

transformation and service integration are realized in three 

patterns. Furthermore, a related development platform is also 

provided for verification. Three enlargement patterns of 

position-ambitious, statistics-obsessed, and Process-driven 

are given as service configuration. Based on common 

service resources in cloud platform, these patterns provide a 

best practice for rapid mobile service development. Since 

formal language is also introduced in the process, the 

adjustment of mobile application based on three patterns can 

be carried out quickly by means of relation reasoning. 

 

2. RELATED LITERATURE 

 

[1]A framework for services and their user 

interfaces in a class. The chief objective of ICrafter is to let 

users flexibly interact with the services in their environment 

using a variety of modalities and input devices. Second, 

ICrafter al- lows UIs to be associated with service patterns 

for on-the-fly aggregation of services. Finally, ICrafter 

facilitates the design of service UIs that are portable but still 

reflect the context of the local environment. In addition, we 

also focus on the system properties such as incremental 

deploy ability and robustness. These are critical for 

ubiquitous computing environments.  

 

[2]The important element in distributed computing 

is Context awareness. It provides the mechanism which 

allows applications and enables these applications for 

adjusting their behavior to the current context. For the 

applications of client, a flexible service mechanism is used. 

A service-oriented middleware for context-aware 

applications is presented in this document. This application 

development allowing the subscription of rules containing 

context-based events and conditions, notification to be sent 

when the specified context holds. Furthermore, a domain-

specific language is developed to express these context-

based rules. 

 

[3]The quality of medical care is improved by using 

knowledge-based decision support systems. In the existing 

methods, an ontology storing medical patient information 

which focused on recommendations for diabetes patients. 

This recommendation was retrieved by querying the 

ontology. The protégé framework was used in this paper for 

development which represents limitation other project 

defined an ontology storing medical patient information, 

with focus on diabetes and recommendations for diabetes 

patients; recommendations could be retrieved by querying 

the ontology. The projects used the Protégé framework when 

doing the development; this implied limitations that made 

the development cumbersome. 

 

The paper proposes another approach based on the 

Jena framework. The projects are analyzed in regard to 

technology; extensions and alternative solutions are 

discussed and proposed. The paper describes and 

recommends technology that may be used to build an 

advance medical knowledge-based decision support system. 

 

[4]Acknowledging the competition in today’s 

global markets demands enterprises to be resilient in order to 

survive. Therefore product life cycles shorten and new 

customer segments have to be addressed permanently. 

Obviously, such environments require flexible information 

systems, which can be adapted quickly to the enterprises’ 

changing needs, without spending vast amounts of resources. 

Based on this, it provides recommendations, how EUD 

design principles can be used conjointly, to develop for end 

users. We describe and classify EUD approaches taken from 

the literature, which are suitable approaches for different 

groups of end users. Implementing the right mixture of EUD 

approaches leads to embedded design environments, having 

a gentle slope of complexity.  

 

[5]A development and use of an ontologically-

principled service oriented system for the administration and 

integration of networked learning environments for the 

prefecture of Achaia (primary and secondary schools) 

improve their effectiveness and coherence. The system 

provides an ontological knowledge model of infrastructures, 

buildings or any other information regarding students, 

teachers, etc. functionalities that enable staff to perform 

administrative activities online or to provide them with 

intelligent decisions and a environment supporting the 

knowledge repository. This system permits us to establish 

the model relationships in the Public Administration, 

different to the traditional. To find out new methods of 

relationships with the citizen and new services has been a 

new goal to the Administrations. Within this paper we will 

give solutions recommending implanting e-government in 

the technologically slow down organizations, in term of 

evolution and no revolution. 

 

[6]Facing this diversity and incessant improvement 

of Web technology, we have the feeling that we are in need 

of developing a tool which is able to produce the code from 

UML conception model. This paper examines the 

application of MDA approach in the engineering of web 

applications. Two meta-models were designed: The first one 

for managing UML source models, the seco2 web 

application models. Class diagram that can be used to 

generate the required code of web application 

 

[7] The broad range of opportunities to construct 

“situational” web applications from web deliver services are 
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obtain by the service computing and web 2.0. However, 

wide number of services and intricacy of compositions 

constraints causes manual composition tough to application 

developers, who might be non-professional programmers or 

client. This paper presents well-ordered data-driven 

approach to aid situational application development. We first 

design to extort service capabilities with set tags. This helps 

user’s composition goal by simple queries, without going 

deeper into technical details. A planning technique take out 

composition solutions which may leads to specific goals.    

 

[8]Computing becomes increasingly mobile and 

pervasive today; these changes imply that applications and 

services must be aware and adapt to highly dynamic 

environments. Today, the building and rapid prototyping of 

context-aware mobile services. We propose an ontology-

based approach to model various contexts. Our context 

model supports semantic representation, context reasoning 

and context knowledge sharing. We take a service-oriented 

approach to build our middleware which supports tasks 

including acquiring, discovering, interpreting, accessing 

various contexts and interoperability between different 

context-aware systems. 

 

[9]A service can be defined as “an operation that 

may be invoked independently”. A cluster of web services 

may represent an organization’s SOA. The combination of 

the web application and services computing scope for the 

“situational” web application. Dynamic composition of 

various similar and reusable services results Situational Web 

Application (SWA). Situational application is software 

created for of users with a distinctive set of needs. SWA 

using knowledge discovery from services optimizes the 

search time and improves the true positives. The down side 

with available SWAs is inconsistency during searching (true 

positive rate). An attempt with combined work of situational 

web applications and knowledge discovery at runtime is one 

approach for extracting useful information from various 

existing available web services and for providing viable 

candidate services. In this paper a prototype application is 

developed to demonstrate the concept of Knowledge 

Discovery from Services (KDS) at the runtime of situational 

web applications. Knowledge discovery from web services 

is one algorithm which is developed for implementation of 

SWA using KDS approach. The true positives rate can be 

increased optimized searching time compared with available 

situational web applications. 

 

[10] Event-based systems have loose coupling 

within space, time and synchronization, providing a scalable 

infrastructure for information exchange and distributed 

workflows.For develop and maintain event-based systems. 

In order to address semantic coupling within event-based 

systems, we propose vocabulary free subscriptions together 

with the use of approximate semantic matching of 

events.Initial evaluations show that the approach matches 

events with a maximal combined precision-recall on average 

in all experiments with a subscription set of 7 subscriptions. 

The evaluation shows how a hybrid approach to semantic 

event matching outperforms a single similarity measure 

approach 

 

 

3. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

 

At present, mobile devices offer their functionalities 

through following three modalities: Native applications, 

Services available on Web sites, and Applications that 

integrate native functionalities with predefined services the 

user may need to perform tasks that can small steps of the 

previous modalities. When a task of this kind is performed 

frequently, the user can take advantage of an application that 

automatizes it. The design and implementation of this kind 

of applications require programming skills that are 

uncommon among end-users. 

In existing scenarios, if particular people for his Business 

requirement build an application user has to approach a 

developer for developing his own Application for their 

different need of cloud of things. She/he needs to give 

requirements to the developer for feasibility checking and 

has to make a design for the particular application. After that 

only the implementation of the application will be started 

which is time consuming and expensive, in case if it needs 

much man power. Other than data and resources in a single 

view of cloud or current IoT applications, CoT will pay 

more attention to intelligent in a business insight. 

 

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

In the proposed system, Generating the Micro App 

without using any IDE’s.based on our development model 

pattern, we need to develop the Application UI and 

functionalities requirements of the user triggered though 

Web Services, by using the available services in Smart 

Phone. Services are classified by type of action or device 

sensor  in the service catalog.By using those services the 

Mobile End-Users can able to generate their MicroApp 

based on their CoT pattern. The users can customize services 

for their own MicroApp, and then name the Micro-App and 

configure the same. the services are validated and checked 

for its feasibility and dependencies are added for the 

MicroApp. The key store password will sent to your 

registered mobile number. Keystore password will be used 

to sign your (.apk file). The MicroApp will be generated 

based on your requirements in server side using Ant build 

and after your successive login; user can generate Qrcode to 

access the Microapp from your Android device 

 

5. MODULES 

 

i) Micro-App Building Application in CoT. 

ii) Generating Keystore files and Services based of model 

pattern. 

iii)Selecting the Customized Services for CoT. 

iv)Building enhanced Micro-App. 

 

5.1 Micro-App Building Application in CoT 

 In this module, we are building a Microapp 

generator tool to create user application with customized 
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services. This Tool contains all the necessary functionalities 

to create, configure and then to build Micro Applications as 

per CoT need. All the default Android services are grouped 

depending upon the functionalities and made available for 

use with the Micro-App in Multiple Combinations of CoT 

requirements. User has to register for this application before 

creating Micro-App. The   Registration details are Mysql 

database which is in server side. End-User can login with 

their valid email and password; user is redirected to service 

layout for the list of available services in the smart phone. 

 

5.2 Generating Keystore files and Services based of 

model pattern 

    We create Web Application for generating the keystore 

files with admin process. The keystore will be generated 

security questions and following this, admin need to give file 

to sign user’s apk file at the time building your Micro-App. 

This keystore will be saved securely in server side and the 

users are provided with this keystore while creating Micro-

app. This that prevents remote attackers from pushing 

malicious updates to your application. Admin will generate 

(src, res, jar) folders which helps in generating the (.apk) 

file. The src all Java class to access all services for the 

resources like (images, layout, etc). jar folder contains  

several supporting jar file for the services, above all file will 

be created ,tested and updated in server. 

 

5.3 Selecting the Customized Services for CoT 

In this module, after successive login of user, he can add 

services for their own Micro-app in multiple combinations, 

and then name the Micro-app by selecting keystore file 

name. The combinations of the services are validated for 

feasibility check. If the user’s requirement passes this 

validation the users can able to configure the optional things 

like Navigation and Confirmation dialog box for your 

application. The selected keystore password will sent to your 

registered mobile number and that keystore password will 

your (.apk file) in the server. 

 

5.4 Building enhanced Micro-App 

When the request came to server to build Micro-

App, the server dynamically searches for the process of 

copying the required files from the server. The request 

contains the requirements and functionalities implemented. 

To build applications our framework uses ant build tool and 

keystore file with (.Java) file for the background process, 

(.xml) file for layout, (.jar) file for supporting applications 

services. Creating Android Mainfest.xml file dynamically 

for user requirements as well as Permission to access 

available services in the android phone After successful ant 

build execution the generated apk file is signed by using the 

received keystore password to unsigned apk file 

successfully. The apk building process takes source code for 

services , layout files and resource files for design and jar 

files for dependencies which can be combined  together and 

will be compiled to generate class files and then packaged to  

then converted to Android executable(.apk) files. The apk 

files generated will be stored on the server with meta 

information so that any user can download directly, if their 

matches with the meta data. The Qrcode will be generated 

for the (.apk) file URL in the server and will be shown to the 

Mobile-End users 

 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

In this Project, Mobile End-Users can graphically 

customize their own applications directly on their mobile 

phone based on their cloud of things, mainly integrating the 

functionalities and services device with the help of ant build 

and downloaded using Qrcode. The solution provides not 

only a semantic-driven method across different stages such 

as device abstraction, information configuration, contextual 

construction and acting rules for interaction integration, but 

also a semantic conception and reasoning mechanism for 

further application related to big data.ontology evolution so 

as to provide a continuously mechanism for service 

governance. And further works will focus on adaptive 

dynamic execution after application deployment, especially 

for cooperation among different types of devices. 
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